Mubadala Petroleum in Malaysia
Mubadala Petroleum has been present in Malaysia since 2010 and is operator of the
offshore Block SK 320 containing three recent gas discoveries. Work is ongoing with
PETRONAS and partners to evaluate all the options for commercializing the resources with
focus on Pegaga while the other discoveries are being assessed in a phased approach.
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Achievements
July
Awarded Front-End Engineering
and Design (FEED) contract for
the Pegaga project
April
Received regulatory
endorsement for the preferred
concept for developing the
Pegaga gas discovery

In mid-2016, participated in a
collaborative project to complete
one of the largest 3D broadband
marine seismic surveys in Southeast
Asia and the largest ever conducted
offshore Malaysia.

 Pegaga-1 well
Drilled to a total depth of 2,029 meters, 247 meters gas column
 Pegaga-2 appraisal well
Drilled to a total depth of 2,685 meters, 850 meters gas column
 Sintok-1 well
Drilled to a total depth of 2,775 meters, 290 meters gas column

Exploration
Drilling

 Sirih-1 well
Drilled to a total depth of 3,000 meters, 293 meters gas column
 M5-2 appraisal well
Drilled to a total depth of 2,060 meters, delineated the reservoir extent

Moving Pegaga Forward
Mubadala Petroleum is committed to the development based around Pegaga and has the capability to do so. We
are putting in place the additional resources required to fully define and progress the development in order to gain
regulatory approvals and a final investment decision. We believe that Pegaga is among the largest discoveries of
recent years in Malaysia. We are also continuing to explore growth opportunities within and outside Malaysia.
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Building a world-class exploration
and production business
Mubadala Petroleum is a leading energy company in the
international upstream oil and gas business, recognized for
the excellence of our people, partnerships and performance.

About Mubadala Petroleum
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Core Operational Strengths
Indonesia
Ruby Gas for food
program fertilizer supply

Local
Economies

Operating
Capabilities

Dolphin
$2.3+ billion
Thailand
$4+ billion

Investment

Contributing to local economies
through investment, local employment,
community programs, tax + royalties.
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Delivery
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Nong Yao and
Ruby on time
and on budget

cubic feet of gas
fueling growth in
UAE economy
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Operating Excellence
Ruby uptime
Jasmine life extension
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lost-time-injury (LTI)
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